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ABSTRACT 

This study aims to study the strategies of publicity through social media and online social network in an 

organization. The study was conducted by assigning 5 persons in the organization to fill satisfaction questionnaires 

for improvement of Facebook Fan Page of the company (existing form) and (new form). While it had been 

completed, the data would be analyzed by calculating statistical values which were represented in percentages. 

The study results indicated that the comparison of satisfaction for improvement of Facebook Fan Page of 

the company (existing form) and (new form) caused the increase of the number of followers in the Facebook Fan 

Page. And the most of the informants thought that the improvement of Facebook Fanpage that was updated in new 

form in part of model and information had more satisfaction level. It could be found that the comparison of the 

satisfaction of improving Facebook Fan Page (new form) was in a very good level in overall image. While it was 

considered in each part, it was found that two parts of form and information were in a very good level as well.  

While it was considered in each item, the part of form could be found that the majority of the informants (80.00%) 

thought that the visual design was beautiful and appropriate, followed by 60.00% who thought that the 

compositions of the page looks simple including sizes and colors of the texts on the page were clear. In part of 

information, it indicated that the majority of the informants (100%) thought that the created information was 

attractive, followed by 80.00% who thought that the information was useful, simplified and had clear company 

contact information, followed by 60.00% who thought that the presented information was accurate and up to date 

as well as having always been updated regularly. The recommendations of this study were as follows: There 

should be presentation of information that is useful to outsiders in order to help the page be more interesting. The 

update of information should have moderate period at least 2 - 3 posts per week. Also, it should be form 

modification of advertisement posts combined with useful information in order not to focus on marketing too 

much as well as considering benefits that people can obtain to impress the customers. 
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